INTRODUCTION TO ENERGY HEALING/CHAKRA CLEARING REPORT.
You are an eternal being. You were never born and will never die. You are
universal and infinite. You have had many life times; not all of them here on this
earth plane. You are God expressing as this person in this body, with these
relationships, doing this work. The body, the relationships, and the work are
different for each one of us. What we share is our Divinity, our energetic makeup
and the purpose of every human being which is to reveal our Divinity.
THE CHAKRAS
Your energetic body consists of your Aura and many energy centers called
chakras. Chakra is a Sanskrit word meaning “wheel or vortex”. You have
chakras throughout your body, at your joints, in the bottoms of your feet and the
palms of your hands to name just a few.
The seven major chakras run along our spine from the tip of our tailbone to the
top of our head and govern our 4 subtle bodies, physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual. Not only do they govern every aspect of life but they carry information
from this lifetime as well as previous lifetimes. They are the eternal part of us.
WHY DOES OUR SYSTEM NEED CLEARING?
As an eternal being you choose to incarnate for your soul’s growth and evolution.
You chose your family and your basic circumstances because they presented the
greatest opportunity for growth. Think of it this way; you are born in this lifetime a
limitless being contained in a limited body. You are limitless creativity, love,
abundance, health and freedom. You are the embodiment of every attribute
of God. That is the truth of who you are.
Through your experiences here you gather false information that contradicts your
truth. It tells you that you lack what you need, that sickness is part of life, that
you are not good enough, that you have to work hard to prosper, and that you
have to earn love. Much of this information is given to you by your parents and
teachers. They taught you what they knew--limitation and fear.
These layers of information build through lifetimes so there is much accumulated
in your energetic body. Your spirit pushes information that is ready to be released
to the surface of your chakras and out into to layers of the aura. An energetic
healing facilitates the release of unbeneficial energy and the expansion of the
expression of your Divinity.
You also take on energy from the interactions in your daily life. You encounter
someone who is angry and you respond. You may get defensive or you may
placate them trying to ease the situation. Either way you are responding to
“their” emotion which, in truth, has nothing to do with you but you have taken it on
and now it becomes yours.

You know when this happens because hours, maybe even days later you are
replaying the encounter in your mind thinking about what you should have said or
done differently. This energetic moment has become a distraction. You have
been taken out of the present moment where there is infinite creativity and the
power to change things and you have wasted hours on something that cannot be
changed. If you do not have a way to release energy that is not yours you
become subject to it. Stress, fear, worry, doubt, and anxiety are all examples of
foreign energy expressing.
THE FUNCTION OF THE CHAKRAS AND AURA
The chakras and aura give information on our present state of being so the
colors of the energy seen in a reading typically will not follow the traditional colors
associated with each chakra.
The Aura is comprised of seven layers that correspond to the chakras. The first
layer is closest in to the body with the seventh being the furthest out. The layers
of the aura contain information pertaining to the chakras.
Foreign energy also may show up as cords going into the chakras. Cords are
information channels between people, think of a telephone line. Information can
be given or taken through cords. Some examples are given in the following
chakra descriptions.
The First Chakra is located at the base of the spine, tip of the tail bone. This is
the Root Chakra. This is the chakra that we ground from because it is closest to
the earth. This chakra represents physicality, survival, instincts, the body’s ability
to heal and care for itself, feeling safe, secure and comfortable in our body.
When the first is blocked we can feel fearful, worried, possibly sick, over weight
or sleep deprived. Money worries can show up here. If you are a mother with
small children there will be cords from your first chakra to theirs because you are
responsible for their survival and for teaching them how to survive.
The Second Chakra is located about two inches below the belly button. This is
the emotional and sexual center. When the second is unhindered we are at ease
with our emotions. We can “have” them, look at them, learn from them and let
them go. We are also comfortable with our sexuality and can express our
sexiness. When the second is blocked emotions are locked away, judged and
resisted or out of control. We may have addictions and compulsions. We can
become prisoners of our emotions either because they are out of control or
because we refuse them. When you are in a love relationship there are typically
cords here and in the heart chakra between you and your beloved.

This is the center of Clairsentience or clear feeling. If we are empathic at all this
is the center where we take on emotions and feelings from other people or
places.

The Third Chakra is located at the solar plexus. This is the center of personal
power, will, how we manifest our selves as Divine beings in human bodies. This
center is our drive and our perceptions of our selves. This center has to do with
self validation, healthy self esteem, confidence and focus. It also is the center
through which we manifest our intentions. When the third is blocked there can
be a need to control, over assertiveness or the opposite, passiveness, no self
worth and doubt. Cords in this center typically have to do with control and
manipulation.
The Fourth Chakra is located in the center of the chest. This is the Heart
Chakra. This is the center of affinity for our selves and others. Affinity for our
selves is healthy as long as it is not dictated by what others think of us. Self love
is the well from which we draw to give love to others. It all starts with us. When
the fourth is in balance there are healthy boundaries, self love and respect as
well as the ability to genuinely love others objectively. The love we give to
ourselves sets the standard for every other relationship in our lives. When the
fourth is blocked everyone else comes first and we don’t even show up on the
list. We care for others to validate ourselves and out of fear of losing them. We
allow unsupportive even toxic relationships. We feel unworthy and unlovable.
The Fifth Chakra is located at the base of the neck. This is the Throat Chakra.
This is the communication center but it goes beyond simply communicating with
others it is the center from which you speak your truth, who you are, what you
are here for, what you want. When the fifth is blocked there can be an inability
to communicate without filtering it through what the person you are talking to
might think. In previous life times or even in this life time it may not have been
safe to speak your truth or even communicate. This is the center of
clairaudience or clear hearing, receiving audible guidance from spirit.
The Sixth Chakra is located in the center of the head. This is the center of
imagination. This is where we create our lives with our thoughts, where we
visualize our intentions to begin the manifesting process. It is also the center of
complete neutrality where we can look at what is going on in our life without
being in the emotion of it. This is our powerful command center where we can
create meditation sanctuary to actively work our lives. When the sixth is blocked
imagination and creativity can be shut down. We may not be able to even figure
out what we want to create. This is the center of clairvoyance or clear seeing,
Spirit communicates through imagination.

The Seventh Chakra is located on the top of the head. This is the Crown
Chakra. This center is your gate way to the God of your heart. This is the center
through which you receive your knowingness or guidance. The crown chakra
also carries all of the information contained in the other chakras. Foreign energy
in the crown can show up as religious rules and limiting beliefs where
communication with spirit is concerned. It is the center of claircognizance or
clear knowing.
When the chakras are functioning at their optimal level we feel whole physically,
emotionally, mentally and spiritually. We feel our oneness with spirit and we are
empowered. An energetic healing brings awareness. It gives a name to a
discomfort or a behavior or a belief that has held power over us and once it is
named and known it loses its power. It identifies past life information that is no
longer serving us and the lifetime it came in on. It brings clarity and peace.
Of course because of our eternal nature, there is layer upon layer of information.
What is brought forward to be released goes according to where we are on our
journey and what, according to the wisdom of our spirit, we can handle. As we
move forward in our evolution more is revealed to be released. It is like peeling
an onion. An in depth healing is beneficial any time we need clarity because we
are constantly evolving.
HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THIS REPORT
I am so honored to facilitate this healing for you. The information contained in this
report is specific to you. It is your healing. This is powerful work that brings
positive results.
Please find some quiet time just for you when you will not be disturbed. Get
comfortable and open your mind and your imagination and follow me as I
connect to your spirit and describe what occurs as unbeneficial energy is
identified, moved out and replaced by healing energy.
There is a lot of information contained in this report. Some of it may resonate with
you immediately some may be for a later time. However, you will experience the
benefits of the healing. Notice the feelings in your body during the healing and
the shift in your energy after it is complete
Moving energy can begin a growth period so be gentle with your self and give
yourself some love and time to metabolize it. Refer to the report anytime to
refresh and reconnect to your healing.
Remember awareness is power.

HEALING FOR BEAUTIFUL SPIRIT
The first thing I do is connect to your energetic body using your name. As I look
at your energetic or Spirit body I will describe the energy I see. If this energy is
unbeneficial my Healing Master will remove it. I use the word,” God”. You can
substitute Universe, Supreme Being or whatever resonates with you.
Before I go into the healing I will describe the energy I initially see around your
energetic body. This is information your spirit has pushed forward for me to
convey to you. It is what you need to know first.
THE FIRST THING I SEE AS I LOOK AT YOUR ENERGETIC BODY
I see a beautiful woman in Victorian dress. She stands right at your left elbow.
She is young with long thick ash blonde hair and beautiful blue eyes. This is a
woman that you have had several incarnations with and she serves as a guide in
this lifetime. She gives you a great deal of support. Her name is Emma and you
feel her energy especially at times when you seriously doubt yourself and your
journey. The two of you were sisters in your initial incarnation together and
always family members in subsequent incarnations. Use the support she gives
you. Talk to her, lean on her, she is here to help you mainly in reminding you
how strong you are. She is the one that gives you that gentle nudge when you
are feeling out of control that brings you back to yourself. She is an absolutely
lovely and graceful being.
That is the first thing I see as I look at your energetic body. Beautiful!!
LET’S BEGIN THE HEALING
I will start the healing by establishing a grounding cord for you, a colored beam of
light from your first chakra (the tip of your tailbone) to the center of the earth.
This aligns your chakras, stabilizes your body and allows all energy that is not
yours and is not beneficial to you to release. This can be energy from today,
childhood or 3 lifetimes ago. Grounding is extremely important. The color of this
grounding cord is deep sapphire blue and it is switched on to full release. You
can feel energy releasing from the top of the back of your head through your
body and down the cord.
Next I am bringing your aura in about 3 feet around, above and below you and
putting a colored bubble around it. The color of the bubble is emerald green.
This is where your aura should be it makes you feel safe and secure to have your
energy in a manageable distance around you. Notice how good that feels.
I am opening the energy channels that run through your legs. I am running earth
energy from the center of the earth up into the chakras in the bottom of your feet
through your leg channels into your first chakra and down the grounding cord.
The color of the earth energy I see is a deep lush forest green
I am opening the energy channels that run through your upper body and running
a bright lemon yellow energy from the center of the universe down through these

channels. It comes into the back of your crown chakra down your head, neck,
flows through your back and into your first chakra where it mingles with the earth
energy and then moves up the front of your body in channels that run on either
side of your chakras, clearing each as it spins through it. It fountains out the front
of your crown chakra and it also moves across your shoulders, down your arms,
clearing your creative channels and fountains out the chakras in the palms of
your hands. This feels terrific, enjoy it
.

NOW WE WILL CLEAR EACH CHAKRA
Beginning with 7th or crown – your crown chakra is your gateway
to communication with the God of your heart. However that
looks to you.
I am seeing some old religious energy in your crown. This is energy
that nags you a bit about your experience with Spirit. In other words it is
constantly raising doubt that your experience is valid. It is limiting energy. It
places rules and instructions on how you have to talk to God. There is a lot of
unworthiness in this energy and it looks like a filter that sits right above your
crown. My healing master is removing it and filling your crown chakra with a
beautiful soothing soft blue energy. That filter literally filtered your information
from spirit through old limiting religious rules
6th chakra – in the center of your head, behind your eyes and
between your ears. This is where you create your life.
Create a sanctuary here a place where you love to be. This space is
completely neutral. With your attention here you are out of emotion.
This is where you can look at what goes on around you with out being in the
emotion of it. The 6th chakra is also the place of imagination and play. Spirit
speaks through imagination and play.
I am seeing a darkened room here. The lights are out and the blinds are drawn.
The room is filled with packed boxes organized on shelves. This picture tells me
that you were talked out of your imagination at a very early age. Maybe even
forced to grow up a little too soon, abandoning your playful imagination for more
”useful and serious” thought. My healing master is sending a bright orange
energy through your sixth chakra. Feel as this energy warms up this chakra and
invites you back
5th chakra – throat chakra, communication center.
The throat chakra is not just about communicating but actually
speaking your truth. Being able to say who you are and what you are
here to do is a function of your 5th chakra even if it is saying it to your
own reflection in a mirror.
When I look at your throat chakra I am seeing an energy that goes around your
neck like a bandana. It completely covers your 5th chakra. This energy has a lot
of judgment in it and it has to do with judging the words you say based on the

response of the person you are saying them to. In other words being more
concerned about the opinions of the person you are talking to than being true to
yourself and saying what you have to say. My Healing Master is removing this
energy and sending a cool clear energy washing through your 5th chakra.
4th chakra – heart chakra, affinity for yourself and others.
When I look at your heart chakra I see the heart of a healer, someone
who selflessly takes care of others to the point of forgetting completely
about your self. I see your children in your heart chakra and they are
asking for their independence. They want to do things for themselves and even
though they are young you will see them blossom if you give them some
responsibilities. You are a wonderful and loving mother but doing everything for
your children not only takes a toll on you but deprives them of evolving into
responsible adults. Turn some of that outward flowing love and attention inward.
You deserve to take care of yourself. My Healing Master is sending a rich royal
purple energy through your heart chakra.
3rd chakra – solar plexus, personal power, how you manifest your
life as a divine spirit in a body on the earth plane.
I am looking at a cord into your 3rd chakra. This cord is old. It has
“father” energy and I would say it is from this lifetime and past lifetimes
as well. It is the energy of control and manipulation. My Healing Master is
removing it allowing the chakra to spin freely. The cord caused you to always be
concerned about pleasing not only your father but male authority figures in your
life. It told you that you are not good enough so you were always over
compensating for your “perceived” inadequacy. The energy was a total lie. My
Healing Master is sending a beautiful blue green energy like a Caribbean sea.
Feel the release that has happened. Take a deep breath and feel expanded and
free.
2nd chakra – emotional and sexual center.
My Healing Master is sending bright magenta energy through your 2nd
chakra allowing it to open and bit and spin freely. This chakra looks
diminished as though what is held in there should not be looked at. It
is almost like it is trying to avoid being seen. Emotions are an important part of
life they come with the human experience and they are valuable. We have
emotions to experience them and move past them. Resisting or pushing them
away or locking them up doesn’t get rid of them, they actually get bigger and
more demanding. Bring them into the light and name them and they have to go
and you become the person in control of your life, not old painful memories and
emotions. The chakra is spinning to that bright energy now.
And finally, the 1st chakra – tip of your tailbone – physical
survival, safety and security. When I look at your first chakra I see a
picture of a woman tap dancing on top of a tall building. Not the
picture of safety or security. My Healing Master is sending a beautiful

earthy brown energy through your 1st chakra. Notice how this feels it reminds
you that no matter what happens around you, you are OK. Remembering to
ground will help you feel more stable and secure. Also remembering that you
have support from spirit all around you and you have support on the physical
plane as well. All you have to do is ask. You have friends and family that would
love to help you if needed. It would be their blessing as much as yours.
CALL YOUR DIVINE ENERGY BACK
Now picture a big gold sun above your head filled with Divine Radiant Energy,
your energy. You are God expressing and you lack nothing. Your purpose is to
reveal the face of Divinity. Now see that golden sun pouring your Divine Radiant
energy into the top of your head and filling each chakra, every atom and cell,
every space between every atom and cell of your body and filling up your aura
bubble. Drink that in and enjoy it. It is you coming back to you from all that has
been released.
Your healing is complete.
Thank you so much for allowing me to facilitate this healing for you. It was my
blessing. Please let me know how you feel afterward and don’t forget to be
gentle with your self.
Love and Blessings
Kelly
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